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How Do I Start My Award Entry?
Ask yourself, ‘is my paper award-worthy?’ Although it seems like the most facile question, it is the most
critical beginning. It is essential to construct a representation of your work that other people can
understand. You need to be clear about what contribution your paper is making. To do this, it is
necessary to:
1. Create a ‘long list’, something that can be whittled down.
2. Have working sessions to stress-test the story. This is the part of the process where you ask
yourself questions such as, ‘what does the story look like?’, ‘what are the angles into the story we
want to tell?’, ‘why do we think they are award-worthy?’
Once you have whittled down your longlist to your first short-list, doing a feasibility test with clients is a
great way to evaluate whether the clients will support you with the information you have presented.
Once this process has been completed, you should have established a structured narrative and
approach and be ready to construct your final short-list. A crucial step in this process is to engage with
the client and present your story early on. Neglecting to do this can create a bad habit of ‘data-fishing’,
going backwards and forwards with the client creating a backlog of information and detrimentally
affecting your relationship.
Another point that should not be taken lightly, is the importance of starting early. A big part of winning
awards is iteration, something which can’t be done overnight. With a strict word count, you want to
make every single word matter, so be prepared to write multiple drafts, and redrafts to refine your work.
This is why starting early is crucial, not only does it give you time for focus and clarity, it gives you time
to get input on your paper and to sharpen your ideas.
What Processes Should I use in the Construction of my Entry?
Get someone who is unfamiliar with the work or the technology to help you put your entry in context.
The story is not about the technology but rather how the technology is applied. Using someone who
does not hold expertise in the work you are presenting enables you to test whether someone without
your own level of knowledge will be able to understand what you are trying to communicate.
Dramatise the problem. If you understate it, the solution can be rather underwhelming and
unnoticeable. Therefore, it is important that you strongly emphasise how difficult the problem was to
further promote your solution. It needs to demonstrate the quality and value of your work.
Finally, although it should be common sense, get somebody to spell check. Despite the strength of your
story, bad grammar or spelling can really put you on the backfoot. Avoid jargon, write in plain English
and ‘spell everything out’, do not assume that the reader knows what you are talking about. Instead, list
every achievement or quality that your entry provides to demonstrate its importance to the reader.

Demonstrating Success Through Data Points
Think about certain holes that could be poked in your entry and make sure to fill these gaps.
Make sure the objectives you have talked about in one section match up with the data you present in
later sections. Be mindful of correlation-causality elements; your data should enrich your entry, not
detract from it. It needs to be a valid and powerful piece, not just data that is included because you feel
it should be. Remember that less is always more. Presenting an exhaustive list of data can weaken
your entry, whereas a clear and single-minded approach can define a strong entry. The more confident
you are in your objectives, the less information you need to justify it. Put simply, your entry should run
on one thread: problem, execution, evidence of successful execution. Furthermore, put your data into
context or perhaps, compare it to a competitor. Doing this enables you to make coherent links to the
broader field of your work and hammer home why your entry matters. Make sure the entry flows and
there’s a clear connection between the data points in each of the Entry Criteria where appropriate.
What Separates a Winning Award from the Rest?
Opening strong is critical. Do not be generic, instead, engage the reader in the “uniqueness” of your
work by the first or second sentence. Maz Farrelly said ‘it is not my job to be interested, it is your job to
be interesting’. With that in mind, be clear, be concise and be able to differentiate your work from the
piles of other entries on the judges’ laps. Be prepared to partner with somebody who is good at writing
if that is not in your skill set. Readability and style are important, but to truly differentiate your work, little
things can go a long way such as final touches that make it a visually interesting read (bullet points,
font).
Use a personable tone, judges are emotional beings too and this will engage them from the get-go.
Incorporate both a creative voice and a critical voice to add both edge and structure to your paperoften an external contact or multiple different contacts can be these voices.
Have a look at work that has won awards in the past, locally and globally, these should give you an
idea as to what the framework is for winning stories. Here are two examples:
Campaign: ‘Monty the Penguin’
Client: John Lewis
Media Agency: Manning Gottlieb OMD
Creative Agency: adam&EveDDB
https://digitaluncovered.com/case-study-monty-the-penguin/
Campaign: ‘Swim Reaper’
Client: Water Safety New Zealand
Agency: FCB New Zealand
https://shortyawards.com/3rd-socialgood/water-safety-new-zealand-swim-reaper
Make sure you hold a knowledge of what work is going on in the field of your entry. Ask yourself, ‘is
your work innovative or has it been done before?’ Keeping your finger on the pulse helps you to
understand why your work is award worthy and further, what elements are definitive in pushing your
entry forward.
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